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Total Marks 50

Assignments are required to be written in your own lanquage, copying in toto from

the learning material will carry less score.

A.  Answer the following questions within 50 words. 2×4 =8

50 
Q 1: What do you mean by downward filtration theory?

Q 3:  Mention the enquiries conducted by the Hunter Commission, 1882?

1882
Q 3:  What is intermediate education?

Q 4:  How would you like to explain "Education through craft"?

B. Answer the following questions within 75 words.           3×4=12

75
Q 1: What do you mean by payment by result?

Q 2:  On what grounds Gokhale's bill was rejected?

Q 3: What does Hartog Commitee say on Women Education?

Q 4:   Write a short note on Policy of Improvement.



C.  Answer the following questions within 150 words.           5×2=10

150
Q 1: What were the main provisions of the Indian Universities Act of 1904.

  1904
Q 2: Write a short note on education for physically and mentally handicapped.

D.  Answer the following questions within 300 words.                                10×2=20

300
Q 1:  What is Basic Education? How far is it basic to serve the educative needs of the

Indian People?

Q 2: Discuss the views of  the Sargent  Committee in regard to technical, vocational, adult

education and education for physically handicapped.

N.B. The learners will have to collect receipt after submitting the assignment with the signature and
seal of the collector of study centre and will have to keep with him/her till the declaration of result.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Receipt
Received the assignment from Mr/Ms …………………………………………….Enrollment
number ………………………of 5th Semester Education (History of Education during Pre-
independence) (GED S5 01)(2019) on ………………2019.
Date:



KRISHNA KANTA HANDIQUI STATE OPEN UNIVERSITY
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Home Assignment

Bachelor of Arts (EDUCATION)

Measurement and Statistics in Education, GED S5-02

5th Semester, 2019

Total Marks 50

Assignments are required to be written in your own lanquage, copying in toto from

the learning material will carry less score.

A.  Answer the following questions within 50 words. 2×4 =8

50 
Q 1: Define measurement.

Q 2: What do you mean by test?

         Q 3: What do you mean by statistics?

Q 4:  Mention two advantages of graphical representation of data.

B. Answer the following questions within 75 words.           3×4=12

75
Q 1: What do you mean by mean? Mention its merits and demerits.

Q 2:  What do you mean by measures of variability? What are the different measures of

variability?

Q 3: What do you mean by perfect negative correlation, zero correlation and perfect

positive correlation?



Q 4: What do you mean by reliability? What are the different methods for calculating

reliability?

C.  Answer the following questions within 150 words.           5×2=10

150
Q 1: Discuss the steps of evaluation.

Q 2: What are the steps for construction of a pie diagram?

D.  Answer the following questions within 300 words.                                10×2=20

300
Q 1: Discuss the practical criterion of a good test.

Q 2: Calculate Standard Deviation from the following data.

C.I F

10-14 5

15-19 8

20-24 10

25-29 15

30-34 8

35-39 4

N= 50

N.B. The learners will have to collect receipt after submitting the assignment with the signature and
seal of the collector of study centre and will have to keep with him/her till the declaration of result.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Receipt
Received the assignment from Mr/Ms …………………………………………….Enrollment

number ………………………of 5th Semester (Measurement and Statistics in Education)(GED

S5-02)(2019) on ………………2019.

Date:



KRISHNA KANTA HANDIQUI STATE OPEN UNIVERSITY
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Home Assignment

Bachelor of Arts (EDUCATION)

Economics of Education, GEDS5-03

5th Semester, 2019

Total Marks 50

Assignments are required to be written in your own lanquage, copying in toto from

the learning material will carry less score.

A.  Answer the following questions within 50 words. 2×4 =8

50 
Q 1: What do you mean by economics of education?

Q 2: What do you mean by expenditure in education?

         Q 3: What do you mean by revenue in education?

 

Q 4:  What is fee?

B. Answer the following questions within 75 words.           3×4=12

75
Q 1: Why do you think that access and equity is important for ensuring universalisation of

      elementary education?

 

Q 2:  Explain the types of expenditure

    

Q 3: What do you mean by employment and underemployment?



Q 4:  What do you mean by brain drain and how it affects the economy of our country?

C.  Answer the following questions within 150 words.           5×2=10

150
Q 1: Discuss the measures and ways for reducing the gender inequality in Indian

     education system.

Q 2: What do you mean by financing in education? Differentiate between recurring and

      non-recurring expenditure.

D.  Answer the following questions within 300 words.                                10×2=20

300
Q 1: What are differences between organised and unorganised sector? What types of

problems people are facing in the unorganised sector?

Q 2: What do you mean by labour mobility? Explain what types of constraints farmers are

facing in the labour market today for getting livelihood.

N.B. The learners will have to collect receipt after submitting the assignment with the signature and
seal of the collector of study centre and will have to keep with him/her till the declaration of result.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Receipt
Received the assignment from Mr/Ms …………………………………………….Enrollment

number ………………………of 5th Semester (Economics of Education)(GEDS5-03)(2019) on
………………2019.

Date:
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Educational Management, GED S5 04
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Total Marks 50

Assignments are required to be written in your own lanquage, copying in toto from

the learning material will carry less score.

A.  Answer the following questions within 50 words. 2×4 =8

50 
Q 1: Why do you think management is important for an educational institution?

Q 2: What is planning?

   

         Q 3: What do you mean by organization?

   

Q 4:  What is interpersonal conflict?

   

B. Answer the following questions within 75 words.           3×4=12

75
Q 1: Mention the objectives of school management.

    

Q 2:  What are the qualities of a teacher.

Q 3: What do you mean by organisational climate?

Q 4:  Give the characteristics of direction.



C.  Answer the following questions within 150 words.           5×2=10

150
Q 1: Teacher is a dynamic leader in an educational organisation- Explain.

Q 2: What are the features of a good plan.

D.  Answer the following questions within 300 words.                                10×2=20

300
Q 1:  What do you mean by classroom management? Explain some of the difficulties you

are facing in the classroom.

Q 2: What is stress? Explain in detail some of the organisational strategies in coping with

employees' stress.

N.B. The learners will have to collect receipt after submitting the assignment with the signature and
seal of the collector of study centre and will have to keep with him/her till the declaration of result.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Receipt
Received the assignment from Mr/Ms …………………………………………….Enrollment
number ………………………of 5th Semester (Educational management)( GED S5 04) on
………………2019.

Date:



Assignment Guidelines

A. Guidelines to Co-ordinators :

1. Assignments are parts of teaching-learning process and compulsory.

2. The spirit behind this is to help learners to understand the subject and

prepare themselves better for the term-end examination. .......

3. Assignment responses are to be evaluated and feedback are required to be

communicated to the learners, by giving back the assignments with evaluators

comments. Such assignments are to be collected at the time of issuing admit cards and

be stored in the centre’s office till the end of next semester. ...............

4. Assignment marks are to be sent to the Controller of Examinations as soon as

the examination routines are published.             sssssssssssssss

5. Keeping the above points in mind Co-ordinators will fix the time/date of

 submission of assignments by the learners as may be convenient to follow the

guidelines in  true spirits... ........... ........... ... ........ ... ........... .............

B. Guidelines to learners :

1. As soon as the SLMs are received the learners will write  the assignments in their own

handwriting (assignment quiestions may be downloaded from the website , if necessary)

to be submitted to Co-ordinators as per the dates fixed for the purpose. Timely submis

sion of assignments at the Study Centres will help in quick processing of results of

respective learners. Otherwise this will create unnecessary delay in declaration of re

sults. .. ... .. .. ... ... ... .... ... ..

2. Writing  of  assignment  ( work )  and  submission  of the same in time is

compulsory.

Registrar


